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Shutout!

Hear our cries!

Don’t let us scream for help!

As well know, learning doesn’t take place in every corners of the rooms. Wall together with its lock chamber door, is not a steel which we imprisoned ourselves. Learning walks outside the surrounding in other places and in the community.

According to Pekarek (2013), school and community partnerships are making great progress in helping student succeed – and ultimately achieving their goal of helping young people become vital, contributing members of society.

In addition, Tymchak as mentioned by Pretson (2013), community involvement in school is a medium for augmenting and enhancing the social, cognitive, emotional, and spiritual development of students.

Thus, this only tells the extent of the importance of having the community to be a partner of the school.

It is a call for those community leaders to take a glance on the site where the students spend 6 – 8 hours of their lives. It is now the time to include the school as part of their plans for the community. It is now the time to hear the cry of the school and take the initiative to join us on the activity partaken.
It is also an appeal to barangay, companies, other establishment and stakeholders to plea, genuinely submit themselves in the betterment of the school. Don’t wait for the schools with the enthusiastic efforts of the heads and administrator to request something and to beg for help.

That is the sad reality of life and sometimes it really happens. We are calling you! Hear our cries! Let us work hand and hand for students’ sake.
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